Abstract-In information retrieval systems, the proximity of query terms has been employed to enable ranking models to go beyond the "bag of words" assumption and it can promote scores of documents where the matched query terms are close to each other. In this article, we study the integration of proximity models into cross-language information retrieval systems. The new proximity models are proposed and incorporated into existing cross-language information systems by combining the proximity score and the original score to re-rank retrieved documents. The experiment results show that the proposed models can help to improve the retrieval performance by 4%-7%, in terms of Mean Average Precision.
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Introduction
I N traditional information retrieval models, documents are presented as "bags of words" and are scored based on term statistics such as term frequency, inverse document frequency and document length. One drawback of these models is that they do not exploit associations among the terms appearing in queries. On the other hand, the proximity of the query terms can be seen as a measure of term dependency. Intuitively, if a document contains query terms, which are close to each other, this document should be ranked higher than another document containing the same number of query words, but the terms are apart from each other.
Several term proximity models have been proposed to incorporate proximity information into existing ranking functions to improve retrieval effectiveness [1] . A proximity model can be applied for re-ranking top retrieved documents after the initial search [2] or can be built during the indexing process [3] .
The idea to leverage term association information of proximity models is similar to a disambiguation technique used for query translation in cross-language information systems (CLIR systems). In dictionary-based CLIR systems, Mutual Information (MI), which is calculated from co-occurrence frequency of terms in a monolingual corpus, has become an effective measure for term dependency. This technique is based on the hypothesis that the correct translations of query terms tend to co-occur more than incorrect translations [4] [5] .
In the both above-mentioned cases, the association information among the query terms plays an important role and contributes effectively to the system perfor- mance. While MI models are widely applied in query the translation step, proximity models focus on improving the retrieval performance in the re-ranking step and are applied for monolingual search.
Our work is motivated by our previous results in query translation by building a structured query in the target language from a given query [6] . In this paper, we defin proximity measures, which can be applied in cross-language information retrieval systems and incorporate them into existing ranking functions. New ranking scores then can be used to re-evaluate retrieved documents in the re-ranking step.
The article is structured as follows. In section 2, we review the OKAPI retrieval model and related researches applying proximity information for monolingual retrieval. In section 3, we propose 3 cross language proximity models and describe our ranking functions, which are used for re-ranking retrieved documents. Section 4 presents and analyses the experimental results. Section 5 presents the conclusions of our study.
Related works
OKAPI model
OKAPI is a probabilistic retrieval model based on binary independence model [7] . It takes term frequency and document length for calculating document term weight and query term weight. For a giving term t i in a document d, the weight w i can be define via a simplifie weighting function [2] by the following formula:
where
with l is the document length, avdl is the average of document length, b is a constant (set to 0.9), k is a constant (set to 2), k1 is a constant (set to 1.2), tf i is the occurrence frequency of the term t i in document d.
For a term t i within a query q, another function is applied:
where qtf i is the frequency of term t i in the query, df i is the number of documents in the collection containing the term t i , n is the number of documents included in the collection and k3 is a constant (set to 1000). The score of a document d against query q is then calculated by the following formula:
Proximity models
Proximity modeling is a research trend in Information Retrieval, trying to incorporate the proximity factor into ranking functions. The two popular approaches include span-based and pair-based ones. In the firs approach, a text span is define as a text segment covering all the query terms in a document. The document proximity score against a query is proportional with the number of text spans and is inversely proportional with the length
In the second approach, many authors try to build a linear combination of the existing BM25 ranking score with the proximity score as follow:
where α as a tunable parameter and score st (d, q) is calculated via formula (3). The proximity part score prox is calculated by accumulating the proximity measure of all pairs of the query terms appearing in the document:
with f n(t i , t j ) is the proximity measure for a pair of terms t i , t j in query q. The formula (5) can be rewritten in another form, which can be used for pre-calculation in document indexing phase:
Among the proximity metrics using this form, the Büttcher scoring model proposed in [10] is considered as the best in preliminary experiments on the TREC Terabyte collection. A modifie version of this model is introduced in [3] , where the proximity score is precalculated during the document indexing phase to speed up query time. In [2] , the authors propose a distributed term proximity weighting scheme, which significantl improves scores for top retrieved documents. There are good reviews on proximity measures in [12] , where the authors introduce a set of defini ions for different proximity distance measures. A good comparison between proximity measures and models can be found in [13] .
CLIR Proximity models
In this article, we defin CLIR versions of proximity measures based on the results in [2] and [10] . We also propose a new, simple but effective, way to calculate document proximity score based on analyzing sentences containing more than one query term.
The idea to build proximity measures in CLIR is based on our observation that we can consider all different translations in the target language of a query term in the source language as the same pseudo-word.
In our previous work presented in [6] , we apply a heuristic method combining the use of dictionaries and a tagger tool for extracting keywords from a given query in Vietnamese, then propose methods based on Mutual Information to the select best translation candidates for each Vietnamese keyword from dictionaries to build a structured query in English. Besides, each term w i extracted from query q in the source language is associated with a set T (w i ) by selecting n best translations of w i from dictionaries (we set n=5 here). In that article, we introduce 3 translation configuration top three ch, top three sq and top three all based on different MI measures and algorithms to select the best translations. These configura ions perform well in our test and reach as high as 81.87%, 84.55% and 94.30% performance in the comparison with manual translation. Please note that in our experiment, we focus only on the queries containing words that have translations in dictionaries or in Wikipedia (except for several named entities).
In this article, we build new proximity measures for a document d in the target language against the translation T(q) of query q (in source language) with the following form:
With such proximity measures, we can build new ranking scores, which are similar to formula (4), to rerank documents.
Büttcher scoring model
Our firs model follows the Büttcher scoring model applied in [3] . First, we denote p i (d) as the term appearing at position i in document d, P d (t) as a set containing all positions where a translation t in T(w) of a term w appears in a document d. With a document d in the target language and a query q in the source language, we denote pairs of positions for distinct query terms in the document d via:
and pairs of adjacent occurrences of distinct query terms with non-query terms in between via:
Given a query q = {w 1 , ..., w n } in the source language and T (q) = {T (w 1 ), ..., T (w n )} is the query translation in the target language, we define
Here, for a set T(w) containing translations of the term w, we defin the inverse document frequency idf(T(w)) as follow:
where N is the total number of documents, and n(T(w)) is the number of documents containing at least one term in T(w).
Finally, the Büttcher-style proximity score of a document d in the target language against the query q is:
Rasolofo scoring model
Our second scoring model is inspired by the method presented in [2] , where the authors calculate proximity of term pairs in text windows size 5, extracted from documents. In our experiments, with a text segment s and a term pair (t i , t j ), where t i ∈ T (w m ) and t j ∈ T (w n ), we defin the term pair instance:
where dis(t i , t j ) is the number of words between 2 words t i and t j in s.
For a term pair w 1 and w 2 in the source language, we denote a CLIR version of the term pair instance as follow:
With the set Sents containing all sentences of a document d, for each term pair w 1 and w 2 , we defin the proximity measure by the following formula:
Finally, with a query q in the source language and document d in the target language, we calculate the proximity score by the following formula:
where minidf (i, j) is the minimum value between idf (T (w i ))andidf (T (w j )),calculatedbytheformula(11).
High-density sentence-based model
The idea of our third model is quite simple. To focus on the proximity of query terms in a document, we use only sentences containing more than one query term in the document, then score the document by using an existing scoring scheme. In this article, we use the OKAPI model and apply the formula (3) to calculate document scores.
In a CLIR environment, we can formally defin this high-density sentence-based model as follows: First we denote S(text) as the set of sentences in a document text. S density (text) is a subset of S(text), which contains only sentences with more than one query term and text density is a new document created by joining all sentences in S density (text). The proximity score is calculated by the following formula:
Experimental results
Test configuration
To measure the effectiveness of the proposed models, we conduct the following experiment: first we collect 24000 English documents from Web and build an English monolingual IR system on top of the open source search tool Solr 1 . We use 50 Vietnamese queries with an average length of 8.73 words for our experiment. At first we apply query translation methods in [6] to build structured queries in English and send these queries to the English monolingual IR system. The three proposed scoring models in this article are examined by combining the proximity score with the document score returned by the search engine and the BM25 score to re-rank retrieved documents. We want to know if the proximity models can help to improve ranking performance.
To re-rank top documents returned by the search engine, we use the following ranking functions:
Here, score solr (d, q) is the document score returned by the Solr search engine, score okapi (d, q) is calculated by formula (3), score b (d, q), score r (d, q) and score s (d, q) are the proximity scores calculated by means of formulas (12),(15) and (16) respectively.
For each Vietnamese query, we apply methods top three ch, top three sq and top three all presented in [6] to create the structured queries. Besides, we create a flat query by joining all translation candidates of all query terms in the source language. Another structured query is created by grouping all possible translation candidates of each query term from dictionaries by the operator OR and then joining all groups. We call this query as the join-all query. Documents in the search results of these queries are re-ranked by applying formulas (17)-(19).
Test results
The Mean Average Precision (MAP) measure [14] is used to compare test configuration with the baseline configuration using the query manual translation, and the Google configuration using Google Translate tool for query translation.
The tables below show our test results. The firs table shows the MAP scores for translation methods and the MAP scores when applying different re-ranking functions. It can be seen that all structured queries work much better than the flat query, which gives the MAP score of 0.262 (68,77% in comparison with the baseline configuration) The simplest way of building structured queries by combining all translation candidates from the dictionaries with the operator OR for each query term gives a high MAP score of 0.351 (92,21% baseline).
For all structured queries, the proximity scoring models work consistently. The Büttcher scoring model requires heavy calculations but only gives minor improvements. It increases the MAP scores by 0.57%-1.71%. The high-density sentence-based model is simple but improves the MAP scores by 4.47%-6.55%. The Rasolofo scoring model is the most effective one when it helps to improve the MAP scores by 6.05%-7.12% for different structured queries. The combinations of all proposed proximity models with the translation method top three all outperform the baseline configura tion, which uses the manual query translation.
Conclusions
In the article, we propose two proximity models for cross language information retrieval by extending existing monolingual models and introduce a new definitio of proximity measure based on analyzing sentences containing more than one query term. These models are applied in building ranking functions for improving search performance by means of re-ranking retrieved documents. Our experimental results show that the Rasolofo scoring model and the high-density sentencebased model help to improve the original ranking methods, using structured queries, by 4%-7%, in terms of Mean Average Precision. 
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